CCM CONCERT ORCHESTRA

Aik Khai Pung,

music director and conductor

Friday, November 8, 2019
Corbett Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

IN THE WINGS

7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 21
• Orchestra Series •
CCM Concert Orchestra

Aik Khai Pung, music director and conductor
Princeton High School Symphonic Orchestra
Marie Knueven, music director and conductor
A side-by-side concert presented by the CCM Concert Orchestra and Princeton High School Symphonic Orchestra.
Location: Princeton High School, 100 Viking Way, Cincinnati, OH 45246
Admission: FREE

7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 22
• Orchestra Series •
CONCERTO CONCERT
CCM Philharmonia
Mark Gibson, music director
Featuring CCM student soloists and conductors
MOZART: Concerto for Flute and Harp in C Major, K. 299
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in E Minor, Op. 64
BIZET: Symphony in C
Location: Corbett Auditorium
Tickets: Prices start at $19.50; student and group discounts available.
Overture to *Prince Igor* (1890)  
*Alexander Borodin*  
(1833-1887)  
arr. Alexander Glazunov  
(1865-1936)  
Robert J. Garza, conductor+

*Benjamin Britten*  
(1913-1976)  
Jaehyuk Choi, viola*  
Shimon Ohi, conductor+

*Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso*,  
*Camille Saint-Saëns*  
(1835-1921)  
Cheng Gu, violin^  

-INTERMISSION-

*Symphony No. 5 in D Minor, Op. 47* (1937)  
*Dmitri Shostakovich*  
(1906-1975)  

**Violin I**  
Jingming Yang,  
*co-concertmaster*  
Yeonyeong Ju,  
*co-concertmaster*  
Sophie Wohl  
Korah Cuff  
Mable Lecrone  
Linke Zhou  
Haotong Liu  
Dylan Vigh  
Brittany Hausman  
Jiayi Sun  
Alex Falcone  
Jiye Li  
Sushu Xiao

**Violin II**  
Riki Nagai,  
*principal*  
Amelia Korbitz,  
*assistant principal*  
Grace Brown  
Nayoung Yang  
Rafael Roig-Francoli  
Ziqing Wu  
Boyu Qian  
Rachel Mancini  
Po-Hsiang Tsai  
Gabrielle Sewell  
Ally Oakes  
Xinyue Hu

**Viola**  
Carmen Granger,  
*principal*  
Lauryn Koeppl,  
*assistant principal*  
Alyssa Yoshitake  
Isaiah Morris-Polk  
Jiho Chung  
Chloe Drake  
Chris Fogwell  
Helene Harover  
Dakota Wehrle  
Jun Hyun Kim  
Murphy Combs  
Yuqing Shi  
Haleigh Willingham  
Won Jeong Seol  
Nan Cai  
Ben Kramer  
Weiran Zhao

**Cello**  
Jacqueline Pegis,  
*co-principal*  
Nick Zhao,  
*co-principal*  
Suzanne Lee  
Marcel Bobé  
Liam Battle  
Zack Cochran  
Audrey Hudgens  
Jade Siebert  
Xudong Chen

**Bass**  
Taiga Benito,  
*principal*  
Lydia Young,  
*assistant principal*  
Peter McCutcheon  
Rachel Lettner  
Abby Singler-Miller  
Anna Mears  
Caleb Edwards

**Flute**  
Juliana Eidle #  
Gyuri Kim *  
Min Kyung Kim ^  
Vincenzo Volpe

**Piccolo**  
Juliana Eidle

**Oboe**  
Elena Suarez Davila*  
Luis Gutierrez  
Daniel Outlaw ^  
Courtney Sullivan #

**Clarinet**  
Alyssa Bouwer ^  
Kate Kilgus  
Chanul Kim # *  
Bryce Newcomer

**Bassoon**  
Demet Angin  
Albert Carter ^  
Melinda Hunt  
Curtis Magee # *

**Piccolo Clarinet**  
Bryce Newcomer

**Bass Trombone**  
Brian Edwards

**Tuba**  
Caroline Habig *  
Evan Sacks-Wilner ^

**Harp**  
Alethea Grant  
Sarah Verber

**Keyboard**  
Xiao Geng

**Timpani**  
Dahkari Eubanks ^  
Jackson Law #  
Thomas Stroth *

**Percussion**  
Dahkari Eubanks  
Patrick O'Rourke  
William Scott  
Thomas Stroth

**Graduate Assistants**  
Robert J. Garza  
Xiao Geng  
John Murton  
Shimon Ohi  
Kara Piatt  
Jimin Seo  
Kin Szeto

**Orchestra Librarians**  
Rebecca Flank  
Kristin Welke

* Robert J. Garza and Shimon Ohi are students of Professor Mark Gibson  
* Jaehyuk Choi is a student of Professor Catherine Lees  
^ Cheng Gu is a student of Professor Kurt Sassmannhaus